A CUT ABOVE THE REST

1. Screwed & Glued Hardwood Cabinetry
   - Residential hidden hinges and cabinet pulls
   - Metal drawer guides and hardwood door fronts
2. Rhino Rack Rooftop System
   - Innovative and durable rooftop storage. Allows you to bring your kayaks, surfboards, mountain bikes, and outdoor gear on every adventure!
3. Full Size Queen Bed Standard
4. 60 x 22 Tempered Seamless Panoramic Window. Largest in class.
5. True 88” Width to Maximize Towability
6. Full Size 60 x 80 Queen Bed Standard
7. 60 x 22 Tempered Seamless Panoramic Window. Largest in class.
8. True 88” Width to Maximize Towability
9. True 88” Width to Maximize Towability

Torsion Axle w/ Independent Suspension
- Rubberized torsion beam for a quiet, smooth ride
- Independent Wheel Suspension
- Absorbs more road shock and vibrations than spring axles
- Less maintenance than spring axles
- 11 Year Warranty

Rhino Rack Rooftop System

MORryde “Step Above” Entry Steps

JBL Flip 4 Bluetooth Speaker
- Portable, wireless, and waterproof blue tooth speaker
- Up to 12 hours of playtime
- Connect up to 100 JBL Connect+ enabled speakers together to amplify the party!

100% Internal & External LED Lighting Package
- Energy efficient LED lights draw much less energy
- LED bulbs last longer, are more durable, and offer better light quality than other types of lighting.

Solar Prep
- All units include Solar Prep with Heavy Duty Solar Capability

A DVENTURE READY
Rhino Rack Roof System with 500 Pound Capacity and Mounting Hardware to Carry Kayaks, Bicycles, Fishing Poles etc.

Easyest in Tow Class
- Torsion axle
- Self-Adjusting Electric Brakes
- Lionshead Tire No Excuses Guarantee
- More Aerodynamic shape
- True 88” Width for Easy Towing

Durable and Comfortable
13,500 BTU Air Conditioner and 20,000 BTU Furnace for comfort in any temperature

30 Gallon Holding Tanks for Fresh, Grey and Black water with a Black Tank Flush.

13,500 BTU Air Conditioner and 20,000 BTU Furnace for comfort in any temperature

100% INTERNAL & EXTERNAL LED LIGHTING PACKAGE
- Energy efficient LED lights draw much less energy
- LED bulbs last longer, are more durable, and offer better light quality than other types of lighting.

WIRELESS JBL Flip 4 Bluetooth Speaker
- Portable, wireless, and waterproof blue tooth speaker
- Up to 12 hours of playtime
- Connect up to 100 JBL Connect+ enabled speakers together to amplify the party!

FULL SIZE QUEEN BED STANDARD

1. Aluminum Construction and Laminated Side Walls - Welded aluminum framing around all opening resulting in the best structural integrity in its class. Pinch roll laminated AZDEL construction with 100% glue coverage.
2. Block Foam Insulation - Cut to exact size to fit every opening in our walls, floors, and roof. This construction ensures the best insulation and allows you to bring your kayaks, surfboards, mountain bikes, and outdoor gear on every adventure!
3. Fully enclosed underbelly with enclosed gate valves - the enclosed underbelly protects the tanks, plumbing, wiring, and chassis of the trailer.
4. Fully walkable Xtreme Ply PVC roof - the strongest RV roof on the market! With 2 times the puncture strength! It is the most energy efficient and reflective roof out there. Comes with a 15 year 100% manufacturers warranty!
5. Rhino Rack Rooftop System - innovative and durable rooftop storage. Allows you to bring your kayaks, surfboards, mountain bikes, and outdoor gear on every adventure!
6. Full 60 x 80 Queen Bed Standard
7. Full Size 60 x 80 Queen Bed Standard
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9. Full 60 x 80 Queen Bed Standard
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